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23 April 2015 

To whom it may concern, 

Let me get straight to the point. The FEI Eventing Forum document to discuss the “Olympic Format 

and Future of Eventing” is a good document. It is a good document not because of the soundness 

and logic of some of the suggestions but because it sparks interest and discussion about our future. 

The Eventing Riders Association International Committee applaud the FEI Eventing Committee for 

being brave enough to recognise the threats ahead for our sport and put together some ideas. The 

ideas may be controversial but it is a courageous starting document that has kick started the slow 

moving and conservative world of Eventing. 

The document presents many radical changes and has massive implications for the future of 

eventing; however the one thing this document lacks is clear evidence of why there is a need to 

change. 

In an age where the catchphrases of “being open and transparent” are used on a daily basis why is 

that same philosophy not displayed here?  If the IOC wants specific changes, what are they? What is 

the time frame and what resources are being referenced? Most importantly where is the empirical 

evidence to support the need for change? 

All parties agree Eventing must stay in the Olympics. That is clear. 

What format and structure is required to stay an Olympic sport is what we need to focus on and 

work with the FEI to get it right. We must stay an Olympic sport. 

The aim should be for the Olympic format to remain elite. Olympic Eventing must reflect excellence 

and be the pinnacle of our sport. 

Proposed changes to the Olympic format made within the document require active debate from 

riders, owners, trainers, supporters, volunteers, sponsors and national federations. Some simple 

conclusions from the document can be drawn. It is pointless pursuing any format change that: 

increases cost to the host nation, reduces the level of the championship, exposes the high risk 

nature of our sport or does not allow for developing nations to enter and compete. 

We also have to retain the team and individual competitions. It is negative thinking to exclude a 

talented individual from inclusion in a team. That logic is the same as excluding Usain Bolt from the 4 

x 100m relay because he competes in the 100m sprint. In Eventing an average team could achieve a 

higher team place with the inclusion of a talented athlete but it would be wrong to prevent that 

athlete from going on to achieve an individual medal.  

What is unclear is why there is significant reason to change the nature of the sport globally in order 

to meet the needs of the IOC.  
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The IOC strategy for funding from advertising is targeted towards fast moving consumer goods. That 

isn’t Eventing. We know our loyal demographic, we are luxury cars and champagne, not runabouts 

and cola. If we don’t fit the market the IOC is appealing to, then isn’t it the job of the FEI to sell our 

strengths and spending power back to the IOC. Make their advertisers see the value of our 

stakeholders and their high disposable income. Our difference should be our strength and promoted 

as such. 

There is a repetitive theme in the document for “modernisation”. We welcome that at last! 

Modernisation of presentation, editing, camera angles, broadcast mediums, engagement of social 

media channels, interaction with sponsors, background stories, fan zones, clothing…. at last the FEI is 

thinking forward. Unfortunately that is not the case. The proposal in this document confuses 

“changing our sport” with “modernising” it.      

Change the presentation of our sport, don’t change our sport. 

We have room to move and change. With the exception of dressage being first in the order, we can 

put cross country last and harness the excitement and spectacle that provides. There are so many 

examples in International Eventing where cross country is successfully run as the last phase without 

exposing the high risk nature of the sport. 

Risk management is an issue that does make people pause and think. It should. We are a dangerous 

sport and we do not present a pretty picture when things go badly. We need to consider how this 

looks in the mix of the IOC sports, to ignore this will seal our fate out of the Olympics. To that end 

we must maintain the highest level of qualification, highest calibre of athlete/combination and 

equally the highest levels of media presentation, technical support, course design and 

administration and that must be controlled by Eventing specific groups.  

 It is a brilliant notion to increase the number of participating nations at the Olympics but those 

athlete combinations must be truly worthy of competing, not just participating, at the elite level of 

the sport. The “legacy” of Olympic Eventing should be to develop plans, over a realistic time frame, 

to help the emerging nations meet the required elite standard. 

If we consider safety at this point in time, it is negligent of the FEI not to enforce higher standards of 

safety equipment. There are proven levels of helmets and body protectors that protect our riders 

during an accident, yet there is no FEI standard similar to skiing (FIS) for helmets and no FEI standard 

for body protectors.      

We feel that the core values of Eventing are unique. Dressage, Show Jumping and Eventing share 

similar ideals but the cross country is our USP (unique selling point). Why should the rules of the 

other two sports have an influence on ours? We can’t tell a show jumper to stop using a standing 

martingale or draw reins, nor can we insist that a Grand Prix dressage horse be ridden in a snaffle. 

Yet those sports can tell us what bit to use on a 600kg horse, riding at 570 metres per minute to a 

1.20m solid fence that doesn’t move. 
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Suggestions for changing the scoring system by introducing penalty systems that change the nature 

of cross country, not only add complication, but will change the way the next generation of riders 

view the respect they have for cross country fences. 

The document also mentions the need to simplify the scoring system. How can adding new penalty 

rules do anything but complicate the scoring system and make our sport look insecure and 

indecisive?   

The fact is our scoring system is simple. The closest to zero wins. How simple can that be to 

understand?  

Is part of the problem that the FEI doesn’t take responsibility for presenting Eventing as an individual 

sport in a modern way that is in line with the other sports? Is this actually a defined role of the FEI? 

Should it be?  We need to compete against other sports and entertainment for exposure so we need 

to take control of the marketing of our sport.  

The answer is not to change the system and yet again adopt our sport to suit another audience. The 

answer is to promote the sport, its values, its stakeholders and its sponsors in a positive way. Our 

sport is incredible, yet where are those values being promoted? If we want to attract new interest 

than make the presentation of our sport interesting. 

A catchphrase that is used in the document is the “need to harmonise” our sport at Championship 

level with Dressage and Show Jumping, yet vital detailed explanation as to why that need exists is 

left out. Eventing is unique.  

The highest widely achievable aspirational goal for most eventers worldwide is a long format 4*. The 

Championships for the world for aspiring eventers is currently held at 4* star level and should 

remain so.  We welcome suggestions to increase qualifications for WEG and Championships, but 

reject the intention to “dumb down” the sport just so more nations can compete. Quite the opposite 

should be the case. Riders should aspire to be good enough to compete on the world’s highest stage.  

We also have to be careful that the storm created by this proposal does not hide the finer details of 

the document.  There are some very strong points that entirely change the face of eventing as we 

know it. Equally there are some good ideas that send shivers of concern through Eventing circles 

through lack of explanation and detail. 

The introduction of a lower level to encourage nations with no formal systems under the FEI banner 

is a positive move. What isn’t explained and what needs to be managed is the un-safe combination 

of youth and distances. What may work for a teenager on a 14hh pony must safely work for their 

competitor on a 17.2hh horse, which is difficult. 

Note how two hugely significant sport changing ideas are reduced to one line and one sentence? 

Missed them? Let me highlight them for you. 
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Short format and long format at 1 and 2 Star level are recommended to merge. Interesting? The next 

significant one line sport changer may make you think. Suggested introduction of CIC4*. 

Consider them in the light of the sport as we are now. Two formats, both suit different horse types, 

both work well, some suit some countries and some suit others. Extend the idea to those two lines. 

What happens when the short and long formats merge? When does a combination gain much 

needed experience to continue up the ladder and when they have gone up the ladder what awaits 

them? Is this the start of one format eventing? What will Badminton, Burghley, Kentucky, Pau, 

Luhmuhlen and Adelaide look like in a few years’ time?   

One key component is also missing. Prize money isn’t mentioned in this proposal at all, yet Dressage 

and Show Jumping discuss it. If we are truly to move forward the professional nature of the sport 

must be acknowledged, developed and supported for the future of athletes, owners, sponsors, 

organisers and for the sport itself. 

There is a suggestion to incorporate “Arena Eventing” under the FEI banner. The justification is risk 

management. We are struggling to find a reason why this is necessary when the FEI hasn’t initiated 

this concept, developed it, sponsored it or supported it so how can they justify regulating it, other 

than on economic grounds.   

The discussion of a name change is unnecessary. We are Eventing. We need to build the brand of 

Eventing, promote its values and show the world a modernised image of our sport. 

It’s an incredibly complicated document. The two hours the FEI have given to present this at the FEI 

Sports forum will fly by and should be interesting to watch. 

Riders welcome the FEI initiative to hold this forum and to have further open discussion throughout 

the year but question the logic behind placing them all in the Northern hemisphere and at times that 

clash with live competitions. If we mention timing should we not also mention the timing of 

documents and rule changes that never seem to be distributed with enough time for National 

Federations to gauge opinion and react. 

Because this is an “open forum” where the future of our sport is being discussed, is it time to 

question why FEI National Federations, that don’t have Eventing, have an equal say in the FEI rule 

voting procedure as those that do have Eventing? Is it time for sport specific governance within the 

FEI? Eventing is a sport in its own right, not a discipline. We are our own sport. 

So where does all this leave us? Hopefully in a very healthy position, not because there is any 

agreement, but because the paper presented by the FEI opens doors for all stakeholders to get 

involved and think about our sport. 

Yours sincerely 

Bruce Haskell 

President of the Eventing Riders Association International 
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